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An overflow crowd packed
Riverview' Lounge Wednesday
afternoon for an open forum
discussion
w ith
President
Thomas Smith and other a d 
ministrators that touched upon
issues of tenure, the future of the
sociology
d e p artm e n t
and
campus security.
Both students and faculty were
present to ask questions and hear
explanations from Smith, Vice
President of Academic Affairs
T hom as
H e a d ric k ,
Vice
President of Business Affairs
Marwin W'rolstad and Dean of
Student Affairs Charles Lauter
on a number of current university
issues.
S m ith, opening the fo rum ,
stressed
im pro v em en t
of
c o m m u n ic a t io n s
b e tw e e n
students and administration as
the goal of the forum. Dealing
first with the issue of tenure, he
named academic freedom as its
basis. In S m ith’s words, “Tenure
is a device or procedure by which
people are protected.”
Tenure protects the faculty in
the sense that tendured faculty
feel free to speak as a citizen
w ithout
fear
of a c ad e m ic
prosecution. This basic freedom
extends to the right to investigate
and publish their research.
S m ith
sees
the
present
tenure policy, in effect for the
past three years as the fairest,
most objective process we can

follow In the past, there was no
system atic process and the
tenure decisions were either
automatic or casual decisions.”
According to Smith, ‘‘Lawrence
has tried to fo rm a lize the
process, to be objective rather
than subjective.”
S m ith briefly ou tlin ed the
tenure policy before answering
questions about the procedure
and about the effects of tenure
decisions this year
E v a lu a tio n of a professor
before tenure was the subject of
the first question In response,
Smith urged faculty members to
request teaching ratin g s by
students and to improve from
their replies. There should also,
in Sm ith’s opinion, be a process
for intradepartmental criticism
to help members. Smith hopes to
meet annually with faculty in
order to review their plans, ob
jectives, and weaknesses.
Smith was also questioned
about the adm inistrations’ op
tions in dealing with a tenured
faculty member who is no longer
a q u a lity professor. S alary
restriction is the only recourse;
Smith feels ‘‘economic reprisal is
probably all that’s needed.”
Replying to an inquiry about
the course of action for students
dissatisfied with the quality of a
faculty member, Smith urged
students to speak to the a d 
m in is tr a tio n . S m ith said we

should not underestimate the
power of the students. The ad
ministration will discuss com 
plaints with the professor and
will follow through until the
necessary improvement has been
m ade.”
The only way a tenure decision
could be reversed, according to
Smith when answering a direct
question from a student, “ is if
new evidence becomes apparent ’ ’
Students and faculty raised
points of possible am biguity in
th*' third section of the tenure
policy, relation to institutional
development Smith admitted the
difficulty of replacing a non
tenured professor is not con
sidered The long-range im 
plications for the department,
how ever, are seriously c o n 
sidered
from
the
ad
m inistration’s standpoint
Smith assured the audience no
quotas for tenure have been set.
While the policy recommends the
percentage of tenured faculty
should remain about the same, no
specifications for departments
are made. He mentioned that
only 12 professors will be retiring
by 198«) while 38 will come up tor
tenure.
Headrick followed Smith with a
statem e nt on the sociology
d e p artm e n t
at
L aw rence,
recently affected by a negative
tenure decision for its chairm an
Assoc. Prof. Parker Marden.

M e ntio ning
M a rd e n ’s
ap
pointment to the chairm anship of
the s o c io lo g y - a n th r o p o lo g y
d e p artm e n t at St. Law rence
U n iv ersity ,
H eadrick
com
mended him for “his tireless
efforts and devotion while at
Lawrence.”
Sociology,
accoreing
to
Headrick, “ unlike other social
sciences, is holistic in its con
cerns. It examines all forms of
social relations and institutions
and their order, disorder and
change.” Because of this, after
considering all possible alter
natives, the administration has
decided to continue to build a
sociology department with a
curriculum which “uses and
supports work in the other social
sciences.”
In order to insure the stability
of the department, Headrick
assured people the search for a
sociologist “ w ill begin i m 
m e d ia te ly .” The co m m itte e ,
composed of Prof. of Government
Chong Do Hah (chairm an), Instr
of Sociology Charles Simpkins,
Asst. Prof of Anthro. Diana
Forsythe, and Asst. Prof of
E co no m ics Corry
Azzi,
is
charged with finding the best
sociologist available. The m ajor
criteria for the person cited by
H eadrick “ are in tellig en ce,
broad tr a in in g , effectiveness
with students, and a record of
solid academic work The field
will be secondary as long as we
avoid dire ct d u p lic a tio n or

ove rlap w ith M r. S im p k in s ’
m ajor areas.”
Headrick stated hope for the
m ain te n a n c e
of
the
basic
sociology core c u r r ic u u lu m —
social roles, o rg a n iza tio n s ,
stratification, social change, and
social theory, plus an American
society course and courses
dirfcctly a p p lic a b le in other
departments.
Lauter, addressing personal
student problems on campus,
said “harrassment is not a c 
ceptable in the academic com 
munity of a liberal arts college.”
He ca lle d for proper social
pressure on fellow students.
Given a lack of study space,
especially in the library I^auter
stated “ students have to be more
co-operative for efficient use of
carrel space.”
While Lauter mentioned that
the issue of security was
discussed fully in last week’s
L aw re n tian a rtic le , he did
respond
to several
direct
questions. A more uniform level
of lighting across campus and
concentration on the least safe
areas were mentioned as security
measures.
A im ed at im p ro v in g c o m 
munication, the Open Forum did
allow m em b ers of the a d 
ministration a chance to express
their concern and to open
possible channels for student and
faculty input into matters of
concern to the university com 
munity.
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Seven Stages of Man

Company debuts in concert
Thursday marks the beginning
of a new era for the Lawrence
arts. “The Seven Stages of M an”
is the title of the Dance Concert
opening at 8 pm in Stansbury.
D anced, choreographed, and
organized by students of the
L aw rence U n iv ersity Dance
Company, the concert is a series
of pictures in dance and music of
the various stages of life.
Dancing to “ You Know, You
K now ’’ by the M a h a v ish m u
Orchestra, the dancers depict
birth, coming to life and leaving
their wombs. From there the
dancers
illu s tra te
various
characteristics of childhood and
adolescence.
The concert then moves to war
and soldiering. This is one of
Shakespeare’s seven stages in his
speech “The Seven Stages of
M an” in the play As You Like It,
from which this concert’s theme
is drawn.
Later stages in life focus on
discovery between individuals,
as lovers, spouses and parents.
Here the cycle of new life
reappears, this time seen from
the point of view of the parents.
The concert ends, naturally
enough
w ith
old
age,
rem iniscen ce
and
de ath,
although a new twist is the return
of “You Know, You Know” and
the rebirth of the dancers in the
very last piece.
The concert is a merger of
several diverse creative talents
on campus. The songs were
chosen and arranged by the staff
of the dance company and the
choreographers, Kay kornm eier,
’76, Wendy Harston, ’76, and
Sonja Long, an Appleton dance
in stru cto r, w orked out the
dances. Composer Kim Sherman,
’76, and writer Kathy Neubecker,
’75, created transitional music
and dialogue to bridge the gaps
between the stages. The great
variety of costumes and sets
were designed by Nancy Thorsen, ’76, and John Wolfe, ’76

Very rarely does Lawrence get
a chance to enjoy one individual’s
creative work, much less a
carefully meshed combination of
this many students’ talents.
The choreography, according
to dancer Jill Dalton, ’76, “ is very
different because there are three
people doing it.” This includes a
variety of dancing styles in
c lu d in g m odern, ja zz, and
classical movements as well as
quite a bit of purely “ expressive,
not stylized steps” , as dancer
Bertha Hinojosa, ’77, described
it. Added Wendy Watson, ’78,
“ the dancing is spontaneous,
fluid” and easy to perform both
because “ every dance has its own
mood which is definite” and
because “ you car. relate to them
(the dances). They’re a part of
you.” Dancer Nancy Hietpas, of
Little Chute, s a id :” It ’s not ac
ting, it’s being.”
The other dancers are Paul
Van Steelant, ’78, John Jolly, ’77,
Anne Ahrens, of A ppleton,
Elizabeth Childs, ’77, Margaret
Huggins, ’78, Roger Bensinger,
’78, Ralph Harrison, ’78, Kathleen
Moore, ’78, and Kay Kornmeier,
’75, also a choreographer.
Getting all of these dancers
together and
b u ild in g
the
organization which has m ade the
concert possible have been the
resp o nsib ility of co-producers
Bill Eggbeer, ’76, and Craig
Berenson, ’76. Under them are a
staff of about 25 students
John Wolfe who is credited with
originally proposing the scheme
has had to organize the technical
crews and order props which
Lawrence does not have. Dean
Kwasny, ’77, the stage manager
w ill co ord inate all a c tiv itie s
b a c k s ta g e d u rin g the four
performances.
Anne Webster, ’75, has been
responsible for the budget which
is presently over $1200 This has
included getting money from
Special E vents C o m m itte e ,
P u b lic O ccasions, and E x 
perimental Projects Grants as

well as allocating the money and
supervising all of the publicity.
Working with her has been Bob
Gillio, ’76, who has contacted Fox
Valley area Senior Citizens about
the free performance for them on
Friday and been communicating
with the area Junior High and
High schools to encourage those
students to come to the Sunday
matinee performance at 2 pm.
The dance concert is the first
concert
of
the
Law rence
University Dance Company. The
company hopes to establish itself
as a pe rm a n e n t fine arts
organization at Lawrence and is
s o lic itin g support from area
patrons of the arts to help it
(con’t on page 3, col 3)

A P R E V I E W of next w eek-end’s d a n c e co ncert op ening
T h u rsd a y in S ta n sb u ry T h e a tre at 8 p .m . T ickets a re on sale
now for one d o lla r (P h o to by B etsy F o lw e ll)

Referendum voted down;
students for9 faculty against
by Dan Eisenberg
The referendum calling for a
c o n s t it u t io n a l
am endm ent
changing the number of student
representatives from 12 to 13 was
defeated by the faculty Friday,
Feb. 21, although passed by the
student body. Contingent on the
passage of the amendment was a
by-law change which specified
that the new repre sen tativ e
would be elected at large from
the Black community.
The am e n d m e n t needed a
majority in both faculty and the
student body to pass Threehundred forty-six votes were
needed
for
the
two-thirds
m ajority among students, with
the final tabulation being 347 for.
172 against. The faculty vote was
22 for the amendment and 37
against.
D av id
K aehler,
LUCC
president, remarked after the
proposal was defeated that he
“ thought there would have been
some important political im 

plications if the bill had passed ”
He went on to say that “there was
more to gain if the Black students
would have been given the seat
than was gained by its defeat ”
Kaehler also felt that if there
would have been an organized
intense lobbying effort for the bill
by
concerned
in d iv id u a ls ,
perhaps the outcome would have
been different
Chris Lapp, the self appointed
head of the I^awrence College
R e p u b lic a n
lobby
w hich
vociferously opposed the passage
of the bill, said that the LCR took
their position because they didn ’t
consider it a Black referendum
and didn’t see it as an issue for or
against Blacks and their rights
Their j>osition was that it was
neither a vote for or against the
Blacks. It felt that the ambiguous
wording and “ the hasty way in
which the referendum vote was
handled” was reason enough for
it to have been defeated I,app

went on to say that the proposal
“ as it was proposed would in
effect have separated the Blacks
from whites.”
M ichael
John son ,
AAA
president, commented on the
outcome of the vote. “This is just
another example of how the white
American political process is
operated Somewhere amidst the
rhetoric Black interests are not
heard, and in the process, any
attempt for possible change is
squelched.”
After three weeks of debate
w ithin LU CC , the bill pre
sented to the students also
presented to the faculty for ap 
proval. Presented, debated and
voted upon in a span of ten
minutes, the bill was defeated
All indications seem to be that
another bill calling for Black
representation on the community
council will be introduced at the
next LUCC meeting
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Referendum: A Comment
Hopefully, the idea of restructuring LUCC which was
bandied about at the hearings on the ill-fated Constitutional
amendment has not died with the referendum The faculty
vote left m ajor problems unsolved. Black students still do not
feel represented on LUCC, and many Lawrentians can see no
particular goals which the community government is serving
or needs which it fulfills.
A full-scale investigation and possible re-ordering of
LUCC is still in order. Faculty and administration as well as
student ideas for a fair and logical way to restructure the
council are essential. For now, may we suggest a short-term
ad hoc committee to prepare some solid proposals for com 
munity consideration? Now is the best time to get underway.

It’s housing time again
Once again, as spring term nears, the question of the most
equitable and pleasing way of choosing housing for the coming
school year arises. A series of dorm meetings during the last
week has shown varying degrees of interest, with response
tending to be on the light side of the scale, especially among
upperclassmen who are assured that, regardless of whatever
system is eventually chosen, they’ll receive their top choices.
They’ll also complain the loudest if they don’t
Two choices exist for current freshmen, sophomores and
juniors. The housing department is presently considering what
system should be used to determine who rooms where, the
basic question being lottery versus last year’s housing
assignment procedure.
In the lottery system, last used in the spring of 1973, a
separate lottery is held for each class, where each student
selects a number that determines his place in the room
choosing procedure for his specific class. (Roommates use the
lower of their two numbers.) Members of the rising senior
class are then allowed to pick rooms from all available space
not assigned to freshmen and counselors, regardless of their
previous room assignments. All juniors are thus insured
rooms before any sophomores participate in room choosing.
Sophomores repeat the same procedure, picking their
choices trom all remaining rooms not assigned to frosh,
counselors and the class above them In the case of roommates
in different classes, the higher class rank is used. When all
rising juniors have rooms, the same process is repeated for the
freshman class.
Although this system was generally termed equitable by
rising juniors and seniors, sophomores tended to view it as
giving them the rough end of the deal. In previous years, many
freshmen have left Lawrence for the summer without knowing
the exact locations, or even an approximation, of where they 'll
be in September Based on class standings, its critics state
that few people are ever happy with the system, mainly
because the same room can rarely, if ever, be kept from year
to year.
The system instigated last spring allowed members of all
classes the possibility of remaining in their rooms provided
those rooms were not designated for use by frosh or coun
selors. Preference was also given to those who wished to
remain in the same dorm but change rooms. For students who
wished to remain in the same dorm, rooms were assigned on a
first-come, first-served basis that resulted in people lining the
halls of Colman, where selection took place, up to three days
ahead of the scheduled date. Those students wishing to change
dorms completely were allowed to pick rooms only after all
residents living in that dorm, regardless of class, had been
given the chance to stay.
Viewed as only slightly more equitable, that system
allowed students to remain where they were, if satisfied, with
no chance that upperclassmen would be given those rooms. It
also made it extremely difficult for upperclassmen to obtain
singles in dorms other than their own, for those rooms were
first made available to students already living in that dorm
Modifications of that method have been proposed this
year, designed to eliminate the long waiting lines before room
choosing by establishing a lottery for those wishing to stay
where they are. vAll students at a designated location when
room choosing begins would have an equal chance, regardless
of whether or not they’d camped on the Colman floors for three
days.) Another proposed change would eliminate the
preferred status of residents living in certain dorms.
While not in a position to be able to evaluate either system
except based on our own experiences, we cannot urge students
strongly enough to express their views to Mr Haynes or
members of the housing committee immediately. Student
input can and will determine the selection procedure used
There’ll be gripes regardless of what system is employed
but if you haven’t taken the time to voice an opinion on room
choosing procedures, do you really deserve to gripe'’

Campus Notes
Downer Council Program
P a rk e r M ard e n , associate
professor of sociology, w ill
present a program on Sexism in
Social Roles next Wednesday,
March 5, at 7 p.m. in Riverview
Lounge. The program, sponsored
by Downer Council, is open to the
public.
Informational Meeting
ACM Geology Program in the
Rocky Mountains -Sum mer 1975.
Students and faculty who have
participated in the program will
be available to answer questions
and the application procedure
will be explained — Stephenson25, Tuesday, 4 March 1975 - 4:30
p.m.
Student Em ploym ent
1. Assistant to Faculty Director
at London C e nte r: O pening
beginning September first for a
m inim um of 50 weeks. Typing
competence necessary. Prefer
1975 graduate who has been at
Center as undergraduate. Submit
application in writing to the
Business Office by March 20.
2. A ssistant to Resident
C are tak er
at
B jo rk lu n d e n ,
Baileys Harbor, Wisconsin: Two
assistants needed for general
maintenance, exterior painting,
and woodland maintenance, as
well as serving as tour guides and
attendants. Work is from ap 
proximately June 16 to Sep
tember 1. Submit application in
writing to the Business Office by
March 20.
Overtones
O vertones, a one-act play
directed by Lindie Leeson '75,
will be presented in the Cloak
Experimental Theatre Fri., Feb.
28 and Sat., March 1 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets for both performances
may be picked up at the LU Box
Office beginning Monday. There
is no charge for admission.
Thought for Food
Phoebe G ra n t an d K athy
Walker will speak Wednesday on
UN World Population Conference
Actions and Implications for the
Thought for Food program. The
seminar will be at 5:30 p.m. in
Downer dining room B. Students
will be able to sign up to skip
dinner, for this week's program
or for the entire series of
seminars, on Monday or Tuesday
in the food centers.
Both
L aw rence
students.
Walker and Grant attended the
UN Conference on Population in
Bucharest last fall Both have
been working on the subject since
then, writing and speaking to
various groups
Remem ber, you don't need to
skip dinner to come to the
seminar Also, all money from
this program will go to U N ICEF
Those uncertain whether they are
signed up permanently or not
may check at the sign up tables.
Marden Diet
Sign-up sheets are now at each
dorm itory’s main desk for people
w illin g to sponsor Professor
Marden in his diet to raise money
for the CO-OP’s Thought for Food
program. Marden has lost five
pounds as of February 17, and
will diet until the end of next
term
People may pledge to pay
money for each pound that
Marden loses They may contract
for any desired amount of money,
from a nickel to a dollar or more.
Money will go to the Thought for
Food program ’s projects.
For those interested in seeing
Marden’s progress, a report will
be displayed in the Downer
cafeteria and updated weekly.

Bike for rent?
I would like to lease a bike for
spring term If you are going to
Ik* off campus or for some other
reason don’t expect to use your
bike, please contact Sally March
ext 314

Ushers Needed
is looking
for ushers for The Seven Stages
of Man, March 6, 7, H and 9. In
terested persons should contact
Rob Gillio, ext 306, by Monday.

Broom ha 11
The Kappa Alpha Theta and
Delta G am m a sororities will
meet each other on the ice for a
broomball gam e at 3 p.m. Sun
day

Arrowcraft
Mountain crafts hand made at
the A rrow m ount Settlem ent
School in Tennessee will be on
sale this weekend in the Coffee
House. Pi Beta Phi sorority is
sponsoring the Arrowcraft sale
today and Saturday from 2 to 5
pm and on Sunday from 1:30 to 4
pm. During the Student Faculty
Talent Show, the linen, pottery,
jewelry, wooden objects and so
on will be sold outside All profits
go for the support of the school
Refreshments will be served

Square Dance
Tonight, Lyle Leatherman will
call a Square Dance which will
begin at 8:00 pm and will be held
in Riverview Lounge. Everyone’s
invited!

L.U. Dance Company

Senior Meeting
All members of the senior class
are invited to meet in the Coffee
House - Memorial Union, Mon
day, March 3rd, at 4:15 p.m ., to
help formulate plans for Com
mencement, graduation week
end and activities prior to the
week-end, as well as post
graduate activities.

Women and Poetry
We are asking for poems
w ritte n by wom en of the
L aw rence C o m m u n ity for a
poetry journal to be published in
conjunction with Women’s Week
If you have any poetry you’d like
to submit, please contact Susan
Glover, X358 or Diane Larie,
X308. (Shyness is no excuse.)

Special LUC’C elections
w ill be held next Friday for
r e p r e s e n ta tiv e s
fro m
Colman and the Small
Houses.

Tenure Meeting
Students concerned with the
future of the university should
make it a point to attend the final
student m eeting on re c o m 
mendations for clarification of
tenure policy Sunday night 10 pm
in Colman Lounge.

.e t

Interested

students who are eligible
for these positions are
urged to contact Dave
Kaehler (ext. 640) by next
Wednesday.

ü */<,

As the end of the term began
creeping up on us here at the CO
OP. we decided that it would be a
good idea to put down our
sociology books and take a break
from organic for awhile and let
all of you know what’s happening
as the term waxeth shorter
Just for the Fun of R: Monday,
Dr. Landis in Colman, “Nature in
the Raw
Seldonm M ild," film.
Tuesday, Dana Latch will con
tinue her informal “ Playing in
the D irt.’’ Latch would like to
continue these sessions in her
home if there is sufficient in
terest, if so, CO-OP will sponsor a
saw-dust kiln picnic late this
spring to fire completed pots.
Those a tte n d in g the session
Tuesday should be dressed in
grubbies and bring 50 cents to
cover costs. Decorations of pots
will be the topic of Tuesday’s
gathering the Trever basement
W ednesday, Sue Knowles in
Plantz at 9 p.m., slides of “ A
Summer in Kenya.” Thursday,
Marc Dommer in the Phi Tau
house, slides of “ Ectacsy — a
look
at
H indy
R eligious
festivals.”
Ski van: Last chance to sign up
for the one-day ski trip to Pine
M ountain in Iron M ountain,
Mich. Sign up at Plantz Desk.

Editors in Chief
Managing Editor
Business Manager
News Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editor
Photography Editor
Asst Photography Editor
C ontributing Editor
Editorial Assistant
I ayout Editors
Morgue Editor
Artists
Layout Assistants
Circulation Managers

Cost is only $2 for the round trip
Ride Service: Open every day
from 9-11 a.m . at ext. 306. Just
ask for Rabbi or Lloyd We are
especially short of ride offers this
term, so if you’ve got a little room
in your car, just give us a call.
Thursday there will be a van
going to the Seals and Crofts
concert in O shkosh, le a v in g
Plantz at 6:30 p.m. Sign up at
Plantz Desk, $2 for the round trip
Madison Van: Leaves Downer
at 8 a.m . Friday, returns f> p.m.
Sign up at the Plantz desk, cost is
$2.50 for round trip. Call ext 644
and ask Lee Goodman for in
formation.
Dance Concert: Performances
will be March 6, 7, and 8 at 8
p.m ., with an additional per
formance at 2 p.m . March 9.
Tickets are on sale at the Box
Office. Reserve NOW for choice
seats. As we are near production,
we are still in need of a few
people to volunteer an hour or
two to help pound some nails, sew
or do other odd jobs. Call ext. 306
and ask for Bill Eggbeer for info.
Celebrate! Coming up third
term, we need lots of people who
are creative, productive and
interested in helping out with our
upcoming celebration

Barb Bill, Mary Jo H ibbert
Chris McCarthy
Bill Markwardt
Phoebe Grant
Matt Brockmeier
C urt Cohen
Bart McGumn
Craig Gagnon
Scot Faulkner
Dannka D im itnjevic
Louise Freyberger, Doug Gold
Darinka D im itnjevic
Joan Tanzer. Leslie Gerdes, Karen Cleary
f age Danley. Susie Koch, Darinka D im itri|evic
Larry Wilson, Mary Sue Bach

REPORTERS. Lynn Brackenridge. Cindy Dillon, Jim Brooks. Joan Doody.
e nek son Nancy Fay, Chris Holten Julie Huffman, Ben Joravsky, Jim
Klick Andy Meade Jo Ellen Ottenberg. Susan Reeves. C hristie Smith Cathy
Thurow
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Jleti&M. ta the Edita * . . .
Letters may be- submitted to the l a wrenhan office or to staff members. No
unsigned letters will be printed although the writers name may be deleted upon
request Copy deadline is 9 p m
Wednesday, letters must be typed double
spaced tenters submitted late or in incorrect form may not appear in the issue
of the following hnday The ixiwrentian reserves the nght to make m inor
editorial changes or shorten letters without changing meaning

ABC Movie Benefit
To the Editors:
To Lawrence faculty, staff and
students:
The ABC Movie Benefit this
year is Conrack. which will be
shown at the Viking Theater from
Wednesday, March 12 through
Tuesday, March 19. The principal
actors are Jon Voigt (Midnight
Cowboy) and H um e Cronyn.
Martin Hitt directs.
The New Yorker comments:
•'.Jon Voight finally gets a chance
to loosen up on the screen, and in
a true starring role. He plays a
ribald, freewheeling teacher who
tries to wake up a bunch of
whipped black kids and wakes up
the school authorities, who fire
him Based on The Water is Wide
by
Pat
C onroy, a young
Southerner’s account of what he
went through in his year of
teaching on an island off the
South Carolina mainland, the
picture takes its mood from
V o ig h t’s roller-coaster pe r
formance. It has the airy feeling
of the te a c h e r’s im p ro v is in g
nature, of his impatience and his
bursting through restraints . . .
The picture is a lively, touching
fable about an unrepressed man
fighting a slowly dying system of
repression.”
Adult tickets are $3, of which
$1.70 goes to ABC if more than
1,(HH) tickets are sold Student
tickets are $2, of which ap
proximately $1 goes to ABC. The
film is rated PG.
For those unfam iliar with ABC,
“ A B etter C h a n c e ”
is a
scholarship program established
to place bright young people from
low income families in public or
private schools for the final two
or three years of high school in
order to prep are them for
college. By .June 1975, 48 ABC
students will have graduated
from Appleton high schools.
Tickets can be purchased from
the following faculty members:
(iih Shibley — Science Hall
Paul H ollinger— Music-Drama
Center
Charles B reunig— Main Hall.
—C H A R L E S B R E U N IG

Weighty challenge

An explanation
To the Editor:
In the wake of the LIJCC
referendum of last week, there
has been much discussion of the
role played by the Lawrence
College Republicans (LC R). This
discussion has revolved mainly
around the stand and methods
utilized by the club in its ap
proach to the controversy. Over
Winter Weekend, in the absence
of its chairm an and first vice
c h a ir m a n , the L C R m et to
discuss the entire referendum
issue. At that time it was decided
to urge everyone to vote on the
proposal.
Later, the idea was formulated
to present pro and con positions
on the referendum, in poster
form, so as to further stim ulate a
high voter turn out
As C hris L app, executive
director of the LCR. had chaired
the Winter Weekend meeting, he
was allowed to direct the project
The end result of that project was
a poster blitz on Friday. Feb. 21.
U n fo rtu n a te ly , the hoped-for
balanced presentation did not
occur and has lead to the present
controversy both inside and
outside the LCR.
We hope this clarifies the LCR
role in the referendum A further
explanation of our stance will be
in the M arch Banner.
—SCOT F A U L K N E R , chairm an
M \RY JO H IB B E R T , 1st vice
chairman

To the Editors:
An open letter to Prof. Parker
Marden.
Re: Your recent front page
challenge.
Dear Prof. Marden:
I shall match you pound for
pound. After all. London is just a
stone’s throw away.
J. Bruce Brackenridge
Director. London Center
Chapman Professor of Physics
It S M S , Ph.D., >1 St D 1 C
l!)72 LU Interm ural Paddleball
Doubles Champion
(with J. Dreher)

Weighted reply
To the Editors:
W hile
I
lack
D r.
B r a c k e n r id g e ’s im p r e s s iv e
cre d e n tia ls, I do re m e m b e r
enough high school physics to
know about the conservation of
matter. Therefore, I am very
pleased that the good professor
has agreed to spare some un
suspecting person from a weighty
burden by agreeing to gain all the
pounds himself.
—P A R K E R G. M ARDEN
Associate Professor (term inal)

Commendation
To the Editors:
Who would have thought that
The Lawrentian 1 have known so
many years would ever print an
article involving such thorough
research,
such
ob jectiv e
presentation and such clear
writing as your articles on the
development office. Good layout,
too.
Yours ever,
— BEN R. SC H N E ID E R

In Memory Of
Mrs. Fred (Doris) Schommer
Union Employe

Meeting on Munich set for Tuesday
The German department will
a g a in
sponsor a
ten-week
program of study in Munich
during Term I, beginning in
September 1975. A meeting of
those interested in attending will
be held at 7 p .m . T ues
day, in the Coffee House of
the Union Returnees from the
1974 seminar will be present to
answer questions.
The first four weeks of the
seminar will be devoted to in
tensive language work at a
Goethe Institute Center where
students will acquire increasing
fluency in German and gain an
introduction to modern German
life.
During the last six weeks
students will work in small
seminar-type courses on aspects
of Germ an culture: literature,
art. theater, music, history or
governm ent
The L aw rence

director, with the help of teachers
from the University of Munich,
w ill direct these sem inars.
Lectures and discussions are in
German. Throughout the term
students will have opportunity to
take advantage of cultural of
ferings
in
M u n ich.
Some
weekends will be free for nearby
excursions and at the close of the
seminar there will be time for
travel in Europe
While attending the Goethe
Institute, seminar participants
will live w ith fam ilies or in dorms
but eat their m ain meals at the
center with other students from
all over the world In Munich
students will have room and
breakfast with private families;
they will eat other meals where
they choose.
The p re re q u isite for the
seminar is completion of German
11 or the equivalent. Since ap-

W INT ER T ERM EXAM SCH EDULE
Monday, March 17
8 30 a ni
1:30 pm .
Tuesday. March IK
8:30a.m.
1:30 p.m .
Wednesday, March 1!)
8 30a.ni
1:30 pm
Thursday, March 20
8:30a.m.
1:30p.m.

9.50TTS
8:30 MW F
9:50 MWF
8:30TTS
11:10 MWF
2:50 MWF
1;30 MWF
11:10TTS

plication is not lim ited to German
majors, any student who can
profit from a ten-week period of
study in Germany is encouraged
to apply. The Munich seminar is
offered two out of every three
years; it will not be held in 1976

Company
(con’t from page 1, col. 3)

becom e fin a n c ia lly
secure.
Although this has had only a
limited success so far, hope was
expressed that the performances
will persuade patrons that the
dance company is a desireable
organization in the Fox Valley.
All of the dancers and sup
porting staff agreed that this
concert has been exciting and a
lot of work. One dancer estimated
that over 200 hours have been
spent in rehearsal Webster said”
It’s the biggest thing students
have tried to do as long as I ’ve
been here, and it’s exciting and
fulfilling to be a part of it and see
it working ”
The performances will be at 8
pm on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, while Sunday’s will be
at 2 pm The Friday performance
is reserved for Senior Citizens
and will be free of charge. The
other performances will cost one
dollar per ticket on sale at the
Box Office.

Athlete of the week
Jeff K (ishuh

Senior breaststroker and long distance swimmer Jeff
Kashuk of St. Paul, Minn is Co-Captain of the 1975 Vikes
Swimming Team along with classmate Tom Cutter A Pro Med
major (Biology), Jeff has been a member of the Lawrence
Mermen for three years He is coming off a year’s layoff, having
decided to continue his studies in London, last winter. Kashuk
set two freshman records his rookie season at Lawrence in the
200 breaststroke and 1.000 yd. freestyle. Along with his im 
pressive swimming credentials, Jeff excels in the classroom,
m aintaining an A- average.
Sports is a very important part of Je ff’s life as he considers
it an integral part of his existence. He comments, “ It serves a
three-fold purpose: It’s a good way to keep in shape; it's a good
outlet from the academics at LU; and I like the situation here
where people can have lots of fun and not be thrust into a high
pressured existence. I really like it that way.”

Meetings deal with
h(fusing proeedures
At a series of meetings this
week and last, members of the
Housing Committee have a t
tempted to get a survey of
student feeling on the room
selection system, as well as
student input into the decision
m aking process.
The system prep ared for
selection for next year will be
“ basically the same as last
year’s.” It is seen as a “good
working plan” by Mike Meuli, a
student member of the Housing
Committee. The process was
adopted last year, and is based on
the “ seniority system” and on
preference of choice for current
occupants of rooms or dorms for
the same room or dorm the
following year.
The first consideration of the
Housing D e partm en t is to
provide adequate room for in
coming freshmen. At present, 450
spaces are being reserved for
next year, in the expectation that
next year’s new class will be
somewhat larger than this year’s
340. In addition to reserving
freshm en room s, room s for
counselors are reserved at the
same time. Generally, it is
University policy to use nearly
the same rooms yearly for fresh
men.
The second step is for groups to
petition for small houses. Those
who petition are not guaranteed
that they will eventually be
assigned to small houses, and
thus will participate in all steps
follow ing
this
O ff cam p us
petitions are also handled at this
point, with the number allowed to
live off campus determined later
in the process, depending upon
the number of rooms needed on
campus.
The next two steps are those of
preference, with residents of a
room allowed to remain (if the
room is not set aside for next
year's freshmen). After these
students are allowed for, others
wishing to remain in the same
dorm are allowed to choose
within the dorm An alternative
proposal would exclude the
preference steps, tak in g the
process immediately to the next

step
general room selection.
In this step, all students who do
not yet have rooms are allowed to
try for all remaining rooms on
campus, dorm by dorm, with the
seniority system in effect.
Reaction from students at this
dorm meeting has been limited,
with most of the questions being
concerned with the mechanics of
the present system . Of the
students who did express a
preference, many seemed to feel
that a more equal lottery system,
in which rooms would not be
reserved, would be preferable to
the current system. Beyond this,
no real a lte rn a tiv e s
were
presented.

LU artists
on display
in Neenah
Two members of the Lawrence
com munity, Ms Dana Latch and
Ms. Ju n e Woods, are p a r 
tic ip a tin g in an exhibit of
women’s art that opened Sunday
at The Hang Up Gallery in
Neenah. The exhibit, entitled “ In
Her Image, She Created,” is a
collection of work by 20 female
artists from W isconsin and
Illinois.
Latch, Assistant Professor of
Mathematics, is exhibiting a
variety of pottery, ranging from
the functional to the esoteric.
Woods, a secretary in Science
H all’s faculty office, is showing
several watercolors of nature in a
style she terms “ perceptions” .
Other artisLs are exhibiting batik,
m acra m è,
m ixed
m e d ia ,
drawings and metalwork
The exhibit will be on display
through March 16.

Diplo Freaks
Those interested in a GM 'd
Mini l>ip< on in Fox Cities call
733-731X after »» p.m.
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A d hoc student committee
to consider tenure issues
by Matt Broekmeier
The Tenure Committee ‘‘may
have put too much emphasis on
some areas” in coming to its
decision this year, according to
Dan Eisenberg, spokesman for
an ad hoc student committee on
tenure. The student committee is
looking into both the general
guidelines for tenure and one of
the decisions made this year;
that of Asst. Prof. of Psychology,
Michael Goldstein.
In a series of meetings over the
past two weeks, concerned
students have met with members
of the tenure committee, the
adm inistration They have also
begun to explore the possibilities
of student action in reviewing the
tenure guidelines and of having
Goldstein’s decision reviewed by
the administration.
One of these meetings, on Feb
17, included three members of the
now defunct Tenure Committee,
Prof. Adenwalla of the govern
ment department, Assoc. Prof
Heed of the French department
and Assoc. Prof. of Religion
Thompson. The emphasis of this
m ee ting was on the tenure
guidelines, with questions aimed
especially at its scholarship,
creative work and institutional
development sections.
The question of p o te ntial
performance on the candidate’s
part is determined to a large
extent
by
three
outside
evaluators, two unknown to the
candidate, the third being the
candidate’s Ph.D. thesis advisor
or some acceptable substitute.
The selection of ev a lu a to rs
begins with a determination of
the candidate’s specialty. This is
followed by a process of finding
scholars of sim ilar interest who
are approached to get more
names of possible evaluators.
F in a lly two are chosen as
evaluators. When asked it if was
difficult to find two scholars with
the same specialty, Thompson
replied that this was not a
problem.
The section on institutional
development is seen by many of
the students as the area in which
the most subjective evaluation
takes place in the tenure
e v a lu a tio n s. This takes into
account the manner in which the
candidate fits into the Univer
sity’s plans.

Another problem area was that
of weighing each section of the
tenure guidelines in evaluation.
The question was raised as to
w hether
all
three
areas
(teaching, scholarship and in
s titu tio n a l de v elop m e nt) are
equally important, or whether
two out of three were “ good
enough.” Thompson replied that
‘‘each must be considered” .
He went on to say that it is
required but not sufficient that
each ca n d id a te be a good
teacher, capable of excellence. It
was emphasized that student
evaluations made up a great deal
of the teaching evaluation
C o nce rning the pro cedural
aspects of the tenure guidelines,
Thompson said that they “ are not
perfect but in general 1 support
them ” Heed added that the
‘‘procedure is better now than
when we sort of wallowed around
in subjectivity,” prior to the
adoption of the guidelines.
At the next meeting, three days
after meeting with members of
the tenure committee, students
met with Thomas Headrick, vicepresident for academ ic affairs.
When asked his feelings on the
guidelines. Headrick responded
that he had participated in their
formulation and felt that “ they
express in as clear a way as
possible what the basic standards
need to be.”
As to the adm inistration’s role
in the tenure d e lib e ratio n s,
Headrick stated that all material
submitted to the tenure com 
mittee is read by members of the
a d m in is tr a tio n , in m eetings
taking place at the end of first
term He stressed that the final
decision on the granting of tenure
rests with President Smith. In
response to a query concerning
possible priv ile g e d m a te ria l
which only the administration
sees, he said that there really
wasn’t any.
Several tenure related areas
were probed by students at the
same time. One of these con
cerned the so-called “ d e a d 
weight” on the faculty, that is
tenured faculty members who no
longer contribute their share to
the intellectual life of Lawrence.
W hile tenure forbids their
re m o v a l, H eadrick said that
promotion and pay incentives

were two means for encouraging
faculty improvement.
On the matter of pre-tenure
reviews, Headrick admitted that
at present adequate feedback is
not available, but that in the
future there would be attempts
made at it.
A m aior concern of the student
group beyond the le a rn in g
experience in finding out about
and reviewing general tenure
procedures, is the case of
Goldstein, who was denied tenure
by this year’s tenure committee.
At the meeting with Headrick,
one student asked if he could
advise them on how to go about
getting a decision reversed
Headrick’s reply was that “ the
only way would be for the in
dividual to demonstrate that
those concerns expressed by
President Smith and the Tenure
Committee were not real.”
HIST FOR THE FUN OF IT, Dana Mae Latch, assistant
At this point, it appears that professor of mathematics, plays in the dirt. The Co-op will
Goldstein is circulating a letter to bring you more lessons next week in the Basement Lounge of
members of the Tenure Com
Trever at 8:30 p.m. (Photo by Bart McGuinn)
m ittee
an d
a d m in is tra tio n
concerning the decision. W’hile
not calling the integrity of the
committee into question, the
letter asks whether the members
of the co m m itte e and a d 
m in is tra to rs w ould “ in good
conscience” sustain the decision
in view of material not previously
considered
The first concert of Lawrence
been soloist with the Eastm an
The student committee, at a
University’s 1975 Chamber Music P h ilh a r m o n ic a .
He
also
meeting Tuesday night, decided
Series will be at 8 p.m. tonight, frequently plays piano with the
to send a letter to various people
featuring the New Arts E n  New Arts Ensemble.
concerned w ith the tenure
semble, a group which is in its
Other Chamber Music Concerts
process in which they would ask
fourth season touring and playing at Lawrence this year will in
for a conference in the spring to
tw entieth century cha m ber clude p e rfo rm a n c e s by Duo
re-evaluate tenure guidelines. A
music.
Concertante (a concert originally
second set of letters would ask
(»roup members are all on the scheduled for January but now
that the Goldstein decision be
faculty of Belknap College, set for Friday, Apr 4); by Javier
reviewed, based prim arily on the
Center Harbor, N.H., and per Calderon, classical guitarist, on
fact, as they see it, that “ there
form with the New Hampshire Apr 11, and La Galliade, a
has been a lot of teacher input
Music Festival. They have been baroque trio, on May 9.
more information showed up.”
awarded a grant by the National
The form of the letters has not
Endowment for the Arts.
been finalized, pending a meeting
Their combination of wind and
of the student group at 10 p.m.
stringed in stru m e n ts— flute,
Sunday in Colman Lounge. All
oboe, piano, violin, and cello
interested students are urged to
puts a wide range of rarely-heard
attend
repertory into the reach of the
ensemble.
Although all tickets have been
sold for the series, a few might be
available at the door the night of
the concert for $5. The concert
If you’re one of the many
will be in Harper Hall.
Lawrentians who don’t do much
On to n ig h t’s pro gram for
on Sunday afternoons except
Friday will be "Trio in G Major,
digest brunch and wait for din
Op 71. No. 1” by Franz Danzi;
ner, here’s your chance to try
After two weeks of dieting to
“Terzetto” by Gustav Holst;
something different. The Student
raise money, Professor Parker
"Interbalances I I I , ” by Barney
Faculty Talent Show, sponsored
M arden
of
the
sociology
Childs; “ Sequenza V I I ” by
by Downer Council, will take
department has lost five pounds.
Luciano Berio; and “Concerto in
place at 3 p.m . Sunday in the
Starting on Monday, February
A Minor,” by G. P. Telemann.
Union Coffeehouse. It's free and
third, Marden has so far gone
The New Arts Ensemble made
is sure to be a more than
from 245 pounds to 240 pounds
its first appearance in 1971 and
adequate excuse for a study
Marden began dieting in an
has performed extensively on
break.
ag reem ent w ith the Co-op’s
cam puses in the northeast,
Jim Rand, '77, Renee H am 
Thought for Food p r o g r a m :
midwest, northwest and south as
mond, '76, Beth Scholton, '78, and
students may sign up to sponsor
well as in Canada. During its last
Tim Thompson, '78 will each sing
him for any desired amount of
tour the group appeared at the
a few tunes with the help of a
money per pound, the money
P h illip s
Collection
in
guitar and the Germ an teaching
going to the Thought for Food
Washington, D.C., the library and
assistant, Wilfried Jacob will
program ’s project, and for each
museum of the Performing Arts
caress
the keyboards. “ Leaving
pound under 25 that he does not
in New York, and Carnegie
on a Jet Plane” and “ A Little
lose, Marden will donate five
Recital Hall
Help from My Friends” will be
dollars Marden has until the last
All group members of the
performed by freshmen Kathy
day of classes, third term to lose
Ensemble attended the Eastman
M uir and Sue M a rtin . J im
at least 25 pounds.
School of Music in Rochester,
Thompson and Co. are organizing
Marden explained his motives
NY.
two production numbers from
by saying, “ As I looked around
“ Fiddler on the Roof and "C in 
The
group’s
flutist
is
Daniel
for a suitable gift to leave to
derella” while the Pi Phi pledges
Maki, a native of Ohio, who
Lawrence, I couldn’t think of
are going to let loose with their
anything better. And since 1 taught at the Eastman School’s
pledge song
P rep arato ry D epartm en t for
believe in the conservation of
several years. Melissa Bohl, an
You
can
also
see
The
matter and energy, I wonder
Illinois native, is oboist. She has
Lawrentian staff try to exhibit
where it will end up.”
played with the Louisville Or
their talent with a skit. This year
Those who would like to sign up
chestra and Kentucky Opera
instead of tap-dancing, Mrs.
may do so at their dorm ’s main
Association and has taught at the
P illin g e r
w ill
delight
the
desk beginning next week The
Louisville Academy of Music.
audience with her charleston
projects that the money will be
Sara Bohl Pistolesi, who plays
President Smith has been lined
forwarded to are selected ac
both the violin and viola with the
up to repeat his dazzling per
cording to the area of concern
E nsem ble, has her m a s te r ’s
formance as emcee (cue cards
which the current Thought for
degree' from Eastm an School of
and all).
Food programs focus on The
Music and has performed in the
The informal, once-rehearsed
present
project
w hich
program, which was organized
corresponds to the look at in  Rochester Philharmonic and the
Milwaukee Symphony and has
and put together by Lynn
te rn atio n a l food problem s is
taught at the State University of
Brackenridge, ’77, will probably
U N IC E F , the United Nation
New York at Geneseo.
last under an hour So why not
Children’s Fund
The group's cellist, Donald
leave for dinner an hour early
"You might also add," noted
Pistolesi, a native of Penn
and participate in this prodigious
Marden. "that my wife has lost
sylvania. is a former member of
p e rfo rm a nc e of L aw re ntian
eight pounds on my diet."
the Milwaukee Symphony and has
genius?

New Arts Ensemble
in concert tonight

Waist not
want not

Curtain up
on student,
faculty show
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Guthrie to perform
Everyman at LU
The Guthrie Theater of M in
neapolis will bring its touring
com pany to the L aw rence
campus Wednesday and Thur
sday, A p r ' 2 and 3, to perform
Everyman considered by many
historians and dramatists to be
the best surviving example of a
morality play.
By special arrangement with
the Special Events Committee,
Lawrence students will have to
pay only $1.50 for tickets to
Everym an. The rem aining 50c to
cover the student ticket price will
be paid by the SEC. Lawrence
students who want to take ad
vantage of this discount must
present their Lawrence ID s (not
meal cards) at the Box Office.
One ticket per ID will be allowed.
Sales will start Monday, March
so that “ students can have an
even chance” to purchase them

prior to spring break, according
to Frank Duchow, manager of
public events at Lawrence.
Everyman is the story of one
m an ’s reckoning with death.
Everyman is informed that he
has 24 hours to live and he at
tempts to find someone to ac
company him on the journey.
Friends, fam ily and material
goods reject him as do abstract
qualities. Only his good deeds
stay with Everyman.
Everyman is being directed by
Robert Benedetti, who is on leave
from his position as dean of the
school of T heatre at
the
California Institute of the Arts.
The play has already had a
successful run on stage in M in
neapolis.
The I^awrence performances
will be part of the Guthrie
company’s fourth m ajor tour of

the upper midwest. The company
has come to Lawrence on all of its
three previous tours. The Upper
Midwest Regional Arts Council
awarded a $30,000 grant to the
Guthrie Theater to support the
tour.
The script for Everyman is
taken directly from a medieval
manuscript dated approximately
1500 The production, however, is
based upon a young tradition of
using the stage and the actors in a
new way, a way in which there is
little attempt to present reality
on stage.
“In other words,” according to
a Guthrie spokesman, “ not only
do actors play people, but they
also play objects, thus using their
bodies and voices as tools of total
expression, not just limited to
naturalistic action.”

Lawrence to receive $12,020
Nat’l Science Foundation grant
Six Lawrence students will do
research in c h e m istry this
summ er under a $12,020 grant
awarded to the university by the
National Science Foundation
President Thomas Smith said
that
the
U n de rg rad u ate
Research Participation project
funded by the grant would be
under the direction of Jam es S.
Evans, associate professor of
ch e m istry . E v an s supervised
four Lawrence students under a
N a tio n al Science F oun dation
grant in 1971 and has worked
extensively
w ith
s im ila r
Lawrence-funded student-faculty
research programs.
President Smith said he was
“ always pleased to recognize
these grants because they are so
important to our total science
instruction program .”
The six student projects will be
closely lin k ed to research
programs of Evans and three
other c h e m istry de p artm e n t
faculty m em b ers. They are
Jerrold P. Lokensgard, Allen C.
West and David H. White, all of
whom hold Ph.D.s in chemistry.
The research will be on new
material and Evans hopes that it
will prove innovative enough to
be w ritte n up and possibly
pub lished E a c h project will
expose students to new ideas and
techniques as well as present a
clear
pic tu re of scien tific
research and how it relates to
future educational and career
goals.
Evans said selection of the
Lawrence students would be
based on demonstrated ability

and aptitude in the sciences. The
program is intended primarily
for juniors but “enthusiastic and
especially able sophomores will
be considered,” he said.
Both professors and students
will spend about ten weeks on the
LU campus working on their
projects. Evans explained that
the pro gram s w ill have a
“ se m inar co m p o n e n t’’ with
faculty, and then later students,
sharing their ideas and results
with the rest of the group. Credit
will not be given for the projects
but Evans feels that
that
disadvantage is outweighed by
the sound research experience to
be gained.
The students will work on
chemical research projects in the
following areas: probing the
origin of life on earth, developing
m ore sensitive m ethods for
a n aly zin g
drug
sam ples,
studying
insect
defense
secretions,
in te rfac in g
in 
strum en ts to a lab orato ry
co m puter, synthesizing new
c h ro m iu m
and
m anganese
com pounds
and
c la rify in g
organic reaction mechanisms.
The National Science Foun
dation, in announcing its Un
de rg rad uate R esearch P a r 
ticipation grants, indicated that
1,765 top college students would
benefit from the program. NFS
(¡rants altogether totaled $2.8
million and were awarded to 185
colleges and universities in 47
states. Students may receive
stipends of up to $80 per week.
“ U P R projects are designed to
improve college instruction by

demonstrating the teaching ef
fectiveness that results from
placing m ajor responsibility for
learning upon the students,”
according to the National Science
Foundation
“The research is
also designed to expand the
students’ knowledge and help
them learn the creativity ex
pected of scientists.”
Evans expressed the desire
that the six students continue
with their independent study and
that they give talks and ex
positions to other students in the
fall, lie said that this sharing of
research experience is “ very
b ig '’ with the NSF and that in this
way they like to see the benefits
of their money being filtered
down to students other than those
directly involved Lawrence was
able to get the grant this year,
partially cue to its “ long ex
perience of s ig n ific a n t in 
dependent study.”
In the existence of the NSF, the
chemistry department has ap
plied for grants three times,
succeeding in '71 and '75. Evans
feels they are fortunate with their
two out of three record and ob
served that, if you don’t try, you
know
exactly
what
the
probability of success is.” Evans
is pleased about this year’s grant
because “ it is something that we
like to do very m uch.” He con
tinued that the ramifications of
the pro gram s are ex citin g
because summ er is a time when
perspective students visit the
campus and they are always
favorably impressed by summ er
studv.

ANNUAL

BOOK
SALE

CONTINUES
Books on S ale In c lu d e , bv T opic:

B IO G R A PH Y —
The Super Cops By L. H. Whitemore
In My Own Way By Alan Watts
Pentimento By Lilian Helman
Jennie Vol l & II By Ralph Martin

PAM D E G E N E R and Barb Shapiro rehearse for Lindy
Leeson’s senior production OVERTONES opening tonight in
the Cloak Theatre. (Photo by John Blumenfeld)

Bill Evans Trio to
give March concert
P ia n is t B ill E v an s, whose
contributions to music, jazz and
the art of piano playing are wellknown to jazz buffs throughout
America, will perform with his
trio at Lawrence at 8 p.m.
Friday, March 7, in an Artist
Series concert at the Chapel.
The piano-bass-drums trio was
formed in 1959 by Evans, who
favors trio performing to soloing
Prior to that he had performed
with Miles Davis, winning a place
in the Davis sextet of the late
1950s and capturing the respect of
the famous jazz musician.
The p u b lic a tio n , “ D ifferent
D rum m er,” said of Evans: “ He
leans over the piano, like a
surgeon over his patient, con
templating his lines, listening
w ithout
expression
to the
development of each piece.”
The article points out that
Evans plays a wide variety of
in s tru m e n ta l
co m b in a tio n s.
Another reviewer calls E vans’
music “ accessible.” It has the
“ ability to reach directly into the
heart and create from within a
language of highly specialized
emotions . . . ”
His work has been called ex
traordinary and innovative. It
has been called simple because of
an absence of redundant phrases.
It has also been integral to more
than 30 albums issued under the
Evans name and in countless
other albums in which he has

performed as sideman.
“ Music should enrich the soul;
it should teach spirituality by
showing a person a portion of
h im se lf that he w ould not
discover otherwise . . . enrich
ment, that’s the function of
m usic,” Evans believes.
When Evans first began per
forming publicly, he was con
sidered to be a dram atic in
novator His music is recognized
for two m ain elements: an ar
chitect’s approach to shaping the
structure of improvisations and a
chamber m usician’s ability to
make the piano, bass, and drums
work together as a single,
balanced mechanism.
"E v a n s ’ concept of song is not
simply a linear sequence of
sounds . . . but more an edifice
with heights, depths, and tex
tures in which he experiements,”
according to a San Francisco
Chronicle music review.
Others in the trio, (Eddie
G om ex on bass an d E lio t
Zigmund on drum s), round out “a
superior jazz trio.”
Tickets for the Bill Evans Trio
concert are now available at the
Box Office. Adult tickets are $0
and $4.50. Student and senior
citizen admission is set at $4 and
$3, respectively Box office hours
are from noon to 6 p.m. daily
except Sunday. Reservations can
be made by calling ext. 251.

Colonial Village:
1 and 2 bedroom apt Range, refrigerator, air cond. and
draperies.
1500 I ongview Dr., Appleton
Shown by appointment only. Call during office hours.
Weekly 12-8 p.m. Weekends 12-5 p.m.

Call:

731-4252

Conkey’s
ART—
Treasure of American Art By Vincent Price
PHILO SOPH Y—
Behold The Spirit By Alan Watts
Reason and Violence By Laino and Cooper
PSYCHOLOGY—
The Savage God By A. Alvarez
The Children Of The Dream By Bruno Bettelheim
PO ETRY ANI) PROSE
The Major English Romantic Poets By W illiam Marshall
ECONOMICS
Super Money By Adam Smith
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I ake a hike son

2500 miles to walk
by .lini Brooks and
Ben Joravskv
J im Cowen '76 an d R eid
Abrams ’77 are taking a hike this
sprin g. T hey ’re h ik in g from
Campo, California to Manning
Park, in British Columbia on the
Pacific Crest Trail. Departing on
April 1, the duo plans to be back
by September 16. They will be
covering over 25(H) miles of
desert, rocks and mountains.
Accompanying the pair from
the Mojave Desert to Vosemite
Park will be Tom Cartwright ’75.
Dave McColgin ’78 also plans to
join the pair for a stretch Cowen
and Abrams prefer to travel
alone for most of the journey,
however. The challenge of the
trek is self-evident Only fifteen
people have successfully made
the trip before this dynam ic duo.
Abrams, a biology m ajor and
Cowen, a geology m ajor, will
clim b Mount Rainier (the highest
point of elevation in the US ex
c lu d in g H a w a ii, A lask a and
Rhode Island).
An earnest and sincere young
m an, Jim plans to use the ex
perience this m onumental trip
offers to better his understanding
of geology. As a geology m ajor
Cowen is naturally interested in
our country’s rock formations.
As he travels around the country,
Cowen w ill be p re p a rin g a
geological strip m ap However,
m ore
im p o rta n t
than
this
tec h nical ex perience is the
natural joy and pleasure Cowen
will receive in fulfilling his
lifelong dream . “ Ever since I
was in the eighth grade,’’ he said,
“ I ’ve wanted to do this. Everyone
has a dream in life and this has
always been mine. Sometimes I
have to pinch myself on the arm
just so I know it is really about to
happen and that it is not just a
dream .”
As a footnote to all of this,
Cowen is going to create a slide

show complete with narration,
background music and plenty of
colorful pictures to be presented
as a documented illustration of
his fantastic voyage He plans to
tour the country presenting the
slide show' at colleges and
universities all over the land for a
slight fee.
A b ra m s, a m ulti-talented
biology m ajor, plans to study the
flora and fauna along the trail
Although Abrams does not have
the geological background that
Cowen has, he is an avid lover of
nature. He grew up in Denver and
frequently went on camping trips
with his family. When asked what
he considered to be the greatest
drawback of this epic journey he
merely smiled and said, “ I will
be six months without my guitar.
But I plan to make use of this loss
by learning to play the har
m onica.”
The Lawrentians have been
saving up for this trek for a long
time now, both mentally and
financially. They estimate the
total cost to be a little over a
thousand do lla rs.
C a rry in g
enough food for two weeks at a
time, the pair will pick up ad
ditional food supplies at pre
designated points along the way:
“ m ail drops.”
The team hopes that by taking
a hike they will be setting an
example for other Lawrentians
who are less motivated to fulfill
their lifelong ambitions.
Contrary to its appearance, the
team will not be receiving credit
for m aking this journey. When
they return in the fall, they hope
to incorporate their experience
into their academics; a spiritual
reward, you might say.
Next Friday Cowen will give a
slide presentation at 4 pm in
Youngchild 161. He will entertain
questions p e rta in in g to the
planned expedition

R E I D A B R A M S and Jim Cowen get in shape for their Pacific Trail trek beginning in
April. As Roy and Dale sometimes say “ Happy Trails to y o u!” (Photo by Bart Mc(Juinn)

Dr. Malcolm McCord prize
offered for humorous writing
The
Law rence
E n g lish
department has announced a new
humor prize, to be awarded
yearly for the best piece of
written humor.
The Dr. Malcolm Christian
McCord Prize for the best piece
of written humor will be awarded
annually to the student who
submits in writing the funniest
essay, play, poem, epigram,
script or whatever, that, while
concerning itself with the current
scene, in the opinion of the judges
excells all others in wit, humor or
risibility.
The prize has been established
by M rs. Ben Schneider in
memory of her brother, the late
Dr. McCord According to Mrs.
Schneider, Dr. McCord “ really

THE SPANISH DEPARTMENT
and
THE CAREER CENTER
of
LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY

INVITE YOU TO A SYM POS IUM ON BILINGUAL, RI CULTURAL

appreciated humor in its many
and finest forms. But the prize
is also being offered in ap
preciation of Lawrence itself,
because we like the university
and its students and want to give
them som e op portunity for
humorous expression.”
“ America needs more hum or,’’
according to Prof of English Ben
Schneider. “ We recognize humor
as a valuable thing and hope the
prize will encourage more of it, in
better quality.”
The prize is designed, ac
cording to the Schneiders “ so
students will be able to have lun
with it Humor is often a subject
that too m any people take
seriously.”
Competition for the McCord
prize will begin this year. Rules
governing the competition are
the same as those for the other
prizes in literary composition, as
follows:
1. The student’s name and the
name of the prize for which an
entry is to compete should be
writien in the upper right hand
corner of the first page. Use of
pseudonyms is not required since
ju d g in g is done by faculty
members at another college.
2. If a single piece is submitted
for more than one prize, a
properly marked copy should be
submitted for each competition.
3. Submission of a entry in prize

c o m p e t it io n
a u t o m a t ic a ll y
makes it available to the editors
of Tropos. A carbon or Xerox
copy of each entry must be
submitted for use of the editors.
4. All manuscripts to be con
sidered by the judges must be
submitted by noon on Monday,
March 31 in the Main Hall faculty
Office. Copies should be placed in
the box marked Tropos.
The above rules also hold for
the Hicks Prize in Fiction for the
best short story; the Hicks Prize
in Poetry for the best poem; the
Alexander Reid Prize for the best
sketch, defined as a description
or impression of person, place or
thing; the Wood Prize for the best
essay, and the Tichenor Prize for
the best critical essay written by
a student enrolled in a course in
English literature.
All entries are judged by the
Beloit College faculty.
Students are urged to submit
material and are encouraged to
consult members of the English
department concerning works
they wish to enter.

TEACHING.
It will be held Saturday, March 1st, from 10:00 a m
to noon in the Gold Room of Downer Center on the
Lawrence C a m p u s .
Main Speaker:
Mr. Antheny Gradisnik
Director of the Bilingual,
Bicultural Program of the
Milwaukee Schools.

Pane l i s t s :
Mr. Julian Llerandi
Chairman of the Bilingual,
Bicultural Program at South
Division High School, Milwaukee
Miss Lisa Reese, LU '74
Mary Bradford High School,
Kenosha.
Mr. Frank Marino, LU '71
Bilingual Center, Chicago.

EUROPE
in *75?

w o u ld n ’t you r a th e r c o m e w ith us?

1, 1 . t year

v e r .L '.,
-t udentr, summered In Europe.
Anil tr.e
trave l*«, e flew mi c h a r te rs because i t c o s ts about HALFl
T his y»fcr a ) - ( w^ek t ic k e t to London i s $512. j * - 3
weeker $ ‘)07. And i t : $76?. f o r over six weeks from New
Y ork.
(T in' ' what the a i r l i n e :
ay now.
I,ast year th e re
were two unl'orca t it.c re a s e s !)
Not on]; do >
t
» i t h us a t h a l f , but you can Ju s t about
*,
10 week dur
have
'
l« t * l fork, ■, ■ ,
a t io n d u rin g th>- u.miner. And a l l you have to do to q u a lif y
1 re .Mve your i ,it now by sending $1 0 0 .'d e p o s it , p lu .i J lO .
r 'g * ’
r) fe e .
Under re c e n tly new U. S. Government regi it
« f must
uhmit a l l f l i g h t p a r t ic i p a n t s names ano
f u l l I lymiwit d u t y diy : before each f l i g h t . I f y o u take th i
Jun>' . 1 - Augi. t i ' f l i g h t to l.ondon fo r example, de p o sit i<••t i
Ai r t J 15 you sand the $i'vo. bai .• . * .
•I'ist im p r ic e f it . 11 f l i g h t s whet her you p ic k a wed
de p a rtu re ($15. ex tra ,
the re g ula r fa re a i r l i n e s ) or |i ak
sea on .surcharge d a te .
So send fo r our com plete sc h e d ule , or to be sure o f your re
s e r v a tio n now, m ail your d e p o s it fo r one o f our 3 to 5 weekly
depa rt ures from June through September.
Ju s t spec if y the week
yo.i want, to tr a v e l and fo r how lo n g .
You w i l l re ce iv e your
exa t d u e c o n fir m a tio n arm re c e ip t by re tu rn m a il.
A ll our
f l i g h t are v ia f u l l y c e rt i f i c a te d , U, S. Government stan d a rd
je t and a l l f i r s t c la
e r v ic e . From London th e re are many
ntudent f l i g h t : t. . 1 1 p a r ts o f the C o n tin e n t, fre q u e n t de
p a rtu re s and m
it /, ' o f f the re g u la r fa r e ,
fti r>. m i ir

A »i B v . T r w s In t f m n * t i o n a >

800 - 223 - 53«9
(TOLL FREE)

Charter flying is
the biggest bargain
in air travel today
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Editors’ Note: the following
articles and photographs are
offered by The Lawrentian’s
Costa Rican Bureau, David
Davenport, bureau chief

I IIE LAW REN 11AM ( «sta Rican hincan
Bureau Chief
Reporters

David Davenport
David Davenport, Nancy Maxwell,
Linda Wolfgram
David Davenport

Photographer

The Lawrentian
A.C.M.
Apartado 2T.Ì2
San Jose, ('«sta Rica
AC.

T RO PICAL ECOLOGY PRO G RA M PARTICIPANTS
Allen Young, Associate Professor of Biology
Program Director
John and Ellie Thomason, L ’74, L ’74
Program Assistants
David Davenport, L ’76
Bob Gurke, L ’75
Marie Hansen, L ’75
Ja n Iverson, L ’75
Dave K irchm an, L ’76
Sue Machie, L ’76
Nancy Maxwell, L ’75

Andrea Meyer, L N D.
John Montgomery, L ’76
Dave Pearsall, Macalester ’76
Sarah Pooler, L ’77
Sharon Rowley, L ’76
Dan Stein, Grinnell ’76
Linda Wolfgram, L ’75

Guest lecturers: Dr. J. Robert Hunter, A.C.M
Mike Bearman, L ’76, A.C.M Development
Studies Program

PARTICIPAN TS in ACM’s Tropical Ecology program in
vestigate some local vegetation in rural Costa Rica. (Photo by
Dave Davenport)

U N IV E R S IT Y O F CO ST A R IC A (Photo by Dave Davenport)

San Jose: capital lifestyles
by Dave Davenport
SAN JO S E — The metropolis of San Jose is a
place of wide diversity. The inhabitants represent a
host of nationalities living a variety of lifestyles in a
city with a complicated, fascinating character.
The city is the capital of government, economic,
commercial and cultural affairs of Costa Rica. The
half m illion residents of the San Jose area
(Josefinos) are a heterogenous combination of
Spanish, Germ an, native Indian, French, Turkish,
Swiss, Chinese, Jam acian Black, English, North
American and Slavic peoples. The social clim ate
here is favorable — class consciousness is largely
unknown.
San Jose is the base of operations for the Tropical
Ecology Program and our home territory when not
conducting field studies in rural Costa Rica Here,
we observe contrasting ways of life, explore market
streets, roam through tropical gardens in parks,
indulge in exotic foods and participate in the pulse
of this cosmopolitan city.
In San Jose, a modernized lifestyle emerges from
a base of traditional patterns of living. Here,
modern government buildings and department
stores rise above modest dwellings and old market
centers. A walk about the city testifies to the variety
of high contrast of the capital. The city is very
compact
ideal for pedestrian travel. Starting
from the southeast end of San Jose, one strolls past
the monolythic Supreme Court Building, flanked by
a reflecting pool and well-kept gardens.
Continuing a few blocks east, past the Soledad
parish church, one turns north at the National
Archives, arriving at the traditionally styled Teatro
Nacional. Near the Teatro are the huge struc
tures of the glass and steel Banco Anglo Costa
Riccense and the pure white m unicipal cathedral.
Here also, the palm shaded Central Park and the
movie theaters. From Central Park, a one block
walk takes the pedestrian to the hub of San Jose:
Avenida Central, the m ain street of the capital
A gaze down the Avenida Central is a view into a
m atrix of store placards, neon-bright brand name
signs, government bureaus, large banks, rushing
pedestrians and a roadway of honking taxicabs and

Have land rover„ trill travel

Impressions of the hinterlands
A trip to northwest Costa Rica means a journey
over the mountains of Heredia Province — an
overland ride through jungles and farms. The
narrow road is rough; the type for which land
rovers are designed. The sights and sounds along
the way reflect a single theme: a consciousness of
simple life and uncomplicated ways. All around is
the beauty of Costa Rica.
As the rover jolts along the mountain road, green
valleys appear through a framework of roadside
barbed-wire fencing, banana groups, cacao, Brah
ma cattle, brightly colored farm houses with rusted
tin roofs and multi-colored clothes lines. Ears pop
as the vehicle ascends the sinuous roads, passing
cattle grazing along the earthen shoulders. At a
bend in the road, a spring emerges from a rock wall
near the road's edge, trickling down the cliff’s stony
face into a gurgling brook
As the group travels along, many rural folk are
seen Women and country girls, clothed in bright
dresses, are passed as they journey to market. Men
near the road cut weeds with their glistening
machetes. Sm all children gather baskets of berries
along the dusty highway. Many a smile and friendly
gesture is exchanged Old men pulling enormous

carts of fruit stare at our heavily loaded rovers as
we rum ble past. The ascent takes us into the cloud
covered mountains where pastures with dairy cattle
lie in silence, veiled in mist.
New sights and sound accompany the descent.
The Rio Saraoiqui waterfall appears in the distance.
Clouds now share the sky with the large birds that
glide high above. A lumber truck with a huge trailer
passes from the opposite direction — quaking earth,
a cloud of dust, a few inches for clearance — and
once again, an empty gravel road to ourselves.
Scattered along the roadside are grave markers;
ominous testaments to collision victims and persons
lost to precipitous drop-offs a few feet from the
roadway. Narrow one lane bridges take us over
shallow, rock strewn rivers. On all sides dense
tropical forest growth covers the hills with dozens of
suhtle shades of green
a patchy mosaic of
vegetation. The mountains rise against a clean blue
sky while billowy, wind-blown clouds parade by in
silent procession.
All of these events have a way of merging into a
harmonic medley: the long remembered ex
perience of an overland journey through the back
country of Heredia, Costa Rica.

SAN

tiny imported cars
F am iliar names from the States occur side by
side with those of European and Asian businesses
and products: Sears, Banco Lyon, Ilford Film,
Toshiba E le ctro n ic s. O m ega M u ller W atches,
Chase Manhattan Bank, Honda, McDonalds, a host
of bookstores bearing German names, numerous
international airlines offices and restaurant signs
lettered with oriental characters.
At the west end of Avenida Central is the Central
Market. The m arket is a square-block semi-dark
labyrinth with a surrealistic aura Small stores,
cram m ed with every imaginable type of m er
chandise. Fly-infested fruit stands and blood
stained meat counters are all sheltered by a com 
mon roof which contains the sordid odor of the
market.
Elsewhere in the city are the Presidential Palace,
the National Museum, a colonial Spanish fortress,
and an assortment of small parks Residential
areas contrast sharply: the modest wooden homes
of the native working class versus the magnificent
haciendas and modern styled mansions of monied
E u rope an s,
N orth
A m e ricans
an d
elite
professionals.
A frequently visited place in greater San Jose is
the suburbs of San Pedro Montes de Oca, located 11miles from central San Jose. San Pedro is the
location of ACM headquarters, the University of
Costa Rica, John F. Kennedy Park and the
Organization for Tropical Studies.
In the vicinity of the metropolitan San Jose are
further attractions: the colonial capital of Cartago,
the spring-fed swim m ing pools at San Raphael Ojo
de Agua, the provincial captial cities of Heredia and
Alajuela and a crescent of green mountains and
inactive volcanos that enclose three-fourths of San
Jose’s perimeter.
Such is the city of San Jose and its envoirons
a
dynam ic, complex and diversified place. The
capital lacks the grandeur of Paris, the culture of
London or the prestige of Washington D C .; but has
strong roots in a tradition of simple lifestyle and
honest existence.
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Tankers hit road
for MC swim meet

Coe, Cornell rated
for MC mat tourney
MONMOUTH, IL L
Coe and
Cornell were ranked Thursday to
finish one-two in the Midwest
C onference w re stlin g
to u r 
nament to be held at Monmouth
College here Feb. 28 and March 1
Hipon was ranked third with
M o nm outh fo u rth , Knox and
Carleton also were listed as first
division challengers.
Cornell, which will be the
defending champion after edging
Coe, 137-136, a year ago, and Coe
will have the only defending
champions in the meet. They are
Cornell’s Tracy Funk at 158
pounds; and Coe’s John Walton at
177 and Dan Schmitt at 19().
Mike Van Boxel of Ripon,
NCAA Division l l l champion, will
be the favorite at 167 pounds with
another top contender being
Mark Butterfield of Carleton,
who was third in last year’s
conference m eet. Also c o n 
tending will be Steve Dankle,
Cornell; Hosea E ngram , Grinnell; an d F ra n k P e re g rine ,
Carleton.
Dale Schlehuber of Carleton,
who was second in the 1972 and
1973 meets, and Nick Hobbs of
Coe, who is undefeated this
season, rank as top contenders in
the 142-pound class which also
will have Tony Pfifner of Cornell
and Gary Geiger of Monmouth
Bob Krauss of Ripon, who was
fourth the last two years, Jim
Swift of C ornell and R ic h
Besinger of Carleton are ex

pected to be the chief challengers
to unseat Coe’s John Walton at
177 pounds.
Larry Harkness of Coe, who
has a dual meet victory over
defending champion Tracy Funk
of Cornell, will be joined by John
Krentz of Ripon and Dan Mosby
of Grinnell as contenders at 158
pounds.
A
strong
q u arte t
of
heavyweights has Gary Long of
Coe, who was second a year ago;
Jerry Wilson of Cornell, Parker
Vivoda of Ripon and Ron Baker
of Monmouth
Roger Thums of Ripon, Bob
Kelley of Monmouth and Carlo
deRosa of Grinnell were rated as
the leading contenders to unseat
Coe’s defending champion Dan
Schmitt at 190.
In the lighter weights, a five
way scrap is expected at 118
pounds between Bruco Ragar,
Monmouth; Rick Nightingale,
Grinnell; Dan Doro, Ripon; Doug
E n g le rt, C o rn e ll, and Tom
Hinrichsen, Coe.
Three stick-outs dominate the
126-pound class. They are Cor
nell’s Kevin O ’Hare, Monmouth’s
Jay Ragar and Coe’s Steve
Webster. At 150 pounds, a quartet
of top hands has Carleton’s Butch
G oodspeed, G r in n e ll’s M ark
Genereux, Cornell's Steve Kray
and Coe’s Jim Bruck at 150,
Kerry Willis of Monmouth and
Ron Farrier of Cornell will be the
favorites in the 134-pound class.

Judo at Lawrence

by Christie Smith
The two blond men in white
robes bow. “ H a jim e !” They take
hold of each other They change
their grasps. One holds his
partner’s collar The other grips
his opponent’s shoulder They
circle around They shift their
weights and try for better holds.
Looking from his feet to his
partner’s eyes, one man, with
“ K ia i! " tries a fast trip and lands
the other on his side. A choke,
“O saikom i!” Then, after the
thirty second struggle, “ Ip p o n !”
win, and “ M ate i!” break, for the
next contest.
The I>awrenee Judo team is
s m a ll
and
m ade
up
predominately of beginners, but
it has energy and promise. The
Japanese sport and self-defense
technique has been in the
L aw rence physical ed ucation
program for three years It was
introduced by 1972 by Denise
Ja n o s ik , '76, who taught it
w ith her ju do p artn e r. Peg

Jock Short«
Tim Pruett led Beta Theta Pi to
a first place finish in 1M bowling
for the Winter Term with a game
high of 257. The Betas totaled 7348
pins in the four week competition
Other teams in the running were
Delta Tau Delta (7190), Phi Delta
Theta (7124), Stgma Phi Epsilon
II (6538), Phi Kappa Tau (6375),
Sigma Phi Epsilon 1 (6191) and
Phi Delta Theta II (4716).
In the Hall Division first place
co m p e titio n was closer as
Peabody eased by Sage II, 6658 to
6557. Rounding out the division
were Ormsby I (6334), Morton
(5291), H odgepodge
(5034),
Faculty (3394), Ormsby J l (2641)
and Raymond (1967).
Kappa Alpha Theta took first
place honors in the Sorority
D iv isio n , b e atin g out second
place Delta G am m a by a 5671 4763 verdict. Pi Beta Phi finished
third with 2779 pins
Shary Everm an took care of all
competition in the women’s in
dividual gam e and individual
series events E verm an bowled a
189 game and a 511 series for the
honors.

Pownell, for two years. They
were occasionally aided by a first
degree black belt affiliated with
the Appleton YMCA, Bob Lace.
This year, Steve Pflanze, ’77, is
giving Denise a rest and teaching
the class winter term.

Judo is popular in Wisconsin
and the upper Midwest because
the upper A m a te u r A thletic
Union for the region has excellent
judo instructors. The California
region is another judo stronghold
for this reason All judo tour
n a m e n ts , in ter co lle g iate and
n a tio n a lly
q u a lify in g ,
are
governed by one of the AA U’s
eight national regions.
J u d o taug ht at L aw rence
concentrates on tournament judo
and deals briefly with the self
defensive aspects of the sport.
P fla n ze stresses that in a
mugging situation running away
is the best self-defense technique
and that judo should be used only
as a last resort.
In Inter-collegiate tournaments
Lawrence has done well Last
year three Lawrentians won in a
meet and Janosik and Pownell
were sent by I^awrence to the
first National Women’s Judo
C h a m p io n sh ip
in
Phoenix,
Arizona, where they did well
On Feb 15th Janosik placed
first in her weight division in the
W isconsin
Senior
W o m e n ’s
division Championship As this
was a n a tio n a lly q u a lify in g
contest, she is entitled to go to the
N a tio n als this year in Los
Angeles.
Pflanze and Janosik are not
trained instructors, but are able
to teach by having observed their
own teachers and by reading judo
m anuals. People who have never
had judo before enjoy their
classes Students with previous
experience outside Lawrence feel
that the teaching could be more
careful and technically accurate.
Janoski started judo in high
school at the Racine YMCA and
a lo n g
w ith
p ra c tic in g
at
Lawrence and at home, she has
been successfully competing in
tournaments Pflanze started last
year in California under the
direction of Roy H Moore, an 80year old fifth degree black belt
who
was
in s tru m e n ta l
in

popularizing judo in the United
States. Pflanze continued his
study with Moore this summer

Janosik has a second degree
brown belt and Pflanze a fifth
degree white. Proficiency in judo
is officially measured in degrees
of colored belts. The color of the
belt can vary according to age
and to specific Ju d o clubs.
Generally, there are six degrees
before black belt, starting from
six to four in a white belt up to
three to one in a brown There are
twelve degrees of black belts,
with different optional colors
after sixth degree. To date only
seven people in history have gone
as far as tenth degree black
The forerunner of judo, brought
over by Chinese monks, reached
its height in popularity in 16th
c e ntu ry J a p a n
There were
different schools of marshall
arts, among them kung-fu. from
which karate and jiujitsu were
developed
In the late 19th century, Jigoro
Kano, a Japanese who was not
physically strong, wanted an
effective way to defend himself
He re v ita lize d m any of the
m arshall arts schools and united
them into one discipline, judo.
Ju d o is a throw ing and
grappling sport as opposed to the
more dance-like kung-fu and the
hitting and striking of karate.
Excellence in the two basic
aspects of judo, sato and shiai,
determine a person’s belt and
degrees Kata is a pre-arranged
dance-fight that is judged for its
physical control and precision
Shiai is the im prom ptu fighting
where physical power can take
precedence over specific tech
niques.
In terms of self-defense, judo is
only effective if instinctive. Hence
the need for extensive study of it
Pflanze believes that although
some judo is better thjin none at
all, it takes about “three years of
hard work” at it to become in
stinctively proficient. A few basic
movements of judo can be useful
whereas in karate, for example,
the striking must be done very
well to be potent, its direct hitting
being
risk ie r
than
ju d o ’s
throwing and tripping

The Lawrence Viking sw im 
ming team will travel to Grinnell
College this weekend to par
ticipate in the annual Midwest
Conference S w im m in g C h a m 
pionships.
The Vikes will be up against
stiff competition as three record
setting defending ch a m p io n s,
Knox, Grinnell and Cornell, are
expected to tight it out for the MC
title.
Knox will be paced by defen
ding champions Mike Muro and
Steve Varick. Muro set new
records last year in winning the
100-yard butterfly <:55.6) and the
200-yard fly (2:07.1). Varick won
the 1(H). 200 and 500-tard freestyle
events, setting a 500-yard record
of 5:05.4
Grinnell’s Bob Winters has won
the 100 and 200-yard backstrokes
and the 2(H) individual medley two
years in a row. He’s broken the
100-yard backstroke record three
years ru n n in g , low ering the
record last year to :56.0. Grinnell
also will have Tom Rowat who
won the lOOvard butterfly in 1973.
The m eet’s only other defen
ding champion will be John Koch
of Cornell in the 50-yard
freestyle.
Five divers are ranked as titlecontenders — Tom C m e jla ,
Ripon, Steve Hilburn, Cornell;
Tom (utter. Lawrence: Chris
Norton,
M o nm outh;
and
DeWayne Sturtz, Coe.
Knox also will have strong
contenders with Pat Swanson in
the sprints and Jay Zim m erm an
in the backstroke and individual
medley; while Grinnell will have
John Chambers in the butterfly,
Greg Olson in breaststroke, A1
Btosh in the sprints and Doug
Johnson in the distance events.
R ipon w ill have two co n 
tenders, Mark Wright and Jeff
Nelson, in the distance freestyle
competition as well as Dave
Olson in the fly, Chris Mehoke,
breaststroke; and Steve Tomlin,
backstroke.
Carleton’s leading quartet will
have Lars Peterssen, distance
freestyle;
P hil
B enezra,
backstroke; Todd G underson,
breaststroke; and George Witman, butterfly.
Monmouth’s top point-getters
are expected to be Denny Volmer
and Chase Blythe in the freestyle
events; Steve P e arson, in 
dividual medley; Dale Buss,
b u tte rfly ; and Vic D ap ku s,
backstroke.
Coe will have a co-ed contender
in the distance freestyle events in
Ann Groskopf. Coe also will have
two other freestyle contenders in
Greg Neal and Dennis McManus.

Lawrence Coach Gene Davis
will be taking nine swimmers to
G r in n e ll: Jo h n C ip r ia n i, in 
dividual medley; Randy Colton,
200-yard bre aststro k e ; Tom
Cutter, diver, who was fourth in
the 1974 meet; Jeff Edwards, 200yard backstroke; John Davis,
freestyle; Lloyd Dix, 100-yard
B re aststro k e; J e f f K ashuk,
breaststroke and distance; Brian
M aje sk i, b u tte rfly and E r ic
Press, freestyle.
The conference meet will be the
culm ination of a season which
Davis considered “ not too bad for
a sm all team .” He complimented
his team as “ hardworking and
energetic.”

Ar<ntnd the
Conference
C E D A R R A P ID S , IOWA — All
first division slots in the Midwest
Conference basketball standings
will be up for grabs Friday and
Saturday in the final seven
games of the double round robin
race. In fact, seven of the nine
teams have the prospect of im 
proving their place in the stan
dings during the final weekend.
Although Coe (12-4) is assured
of at least a share of the cham 
pionship, Knox (11-4) can gain a
title tie if it beats Carleton
F rid a y . Coe has com pleted
conference play.
Ripon and Lake Forest, which
are tied for third place at 9-5, will
play at Ripon Friday night. Beloit
(7-7), which moved into the first
division with a brace of victories
last weekend, could move up to
fourth if it wins its final two and if
either Ripon or Lake Forest loses
its final two.
Carleton and Grinnell, which
are tied for sixth place at 5-9, will
play S atu rd a y afternoo n at
G r in n e ll.
E ach
has
a
m athematical shot at the first
division. Cornell (5-10), a half
gam e behind C arle ton and
Grinnell, also has a shot at
moving up a notch when it plays
at Grinnell Friday.
Bill Bailey and John Haigh,
both of Grinnell, go into the final
weekend of Midwest Conference
basketball action in a dead heat
for top individual scoring honors.
Dave Woodward of Knox, who
was the league’s top scorer last
season, is third at 17.6 while Gary
Pokorn, also of Knox, who was
the 'scoring leader two seasons
ago, is tied with Lawrence’s Doug
Fyfe for fifth at 16.9. Karl Maass.
Lake Forest freshman, is in
fourth place at 17.2.
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Last

Wook

B olo lt 71, Co© 67 (0T)
Coo 59i Ripon 57
Ripon 74, C ornell 65
B o lo it 63t Com o l l 55
Lake Forest 80, Carleton 74
Lake Forost 70, G rin n o ll 60
Carloton 71, Lavronce 63
G rin n o ll 56 * Lainrenco 45
♦Monmouth 113» MacMurray 5?
•Carthago 95# I.awronco 82
•Monmouth 99, Knox 71
•Chicago 46, Lako Forost 43
•Hmmouth 9?, Iowa Wosloyan 93
•Non-Conforonco
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ferry’s
PIPE SHOP

—

Custom Tobaccos, Pipes,
Accessories, Magazines
304 E. College Ave.. 734 2821
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